CeMAT AUSTRALIA brings together human-machine
collaborations on showfloor

CeMAT AUSTRALIA will showcase the latest in intralogistics, materials handling and innovative global technology, showcasing first-hand how industry
4.0 is revolutionising the warehouse process. Across the CeMAT exhibition and Knowledge Theatre, industry leaders will demonstrate how improved
automation, machine-to-machine communications, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and digitalisation in materials handling is transforming the future
of warehousing, supply chain and intralogistics. CeMAT AUSTRALIA: When: Tuesday 24 to Thursday 26 July 2018 Where: Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre For more information visit: www.cemat.com.au Complimentary media passes are available; apply by sending your name,
position and publication title to cemat@zadroagency.com.au Industry Leaders Drinks Reception

Select attendees of CeMAT AUSTRALIA will be

able to join the Industry Leader Drinks Reception, with special guest keynote speaker, Ashley Davies, Deputy CEO and General Manager Operations
of the Australian Grand Prix Corporation. Ashley will give an operational overview of what it takes to deliver the Australian Grand Prix as well as share
some anecdotes from his time working with the corporation on the event. Where: Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, CeMAT Bar When:
5pm Wednesday 25 July 2018 This exclusive drinks reception brings together VIPs and exhibitors for a networking opportunity, it’s the perfect
environment to build relationships, meet new contacts or just relax with like-minded people. For more information visit:
www.cemat.com.au/industry-leaders-drinks-reception Innovations and highlights include: Swisslog and KUKA Robotics In a partnership featuring
their warehouse automation robots and augmented reality, Swisslog and KUKA Robotics demonstrate the importance of human-machine
collaborations. Visit stand F12 on the showfloor for a demonstration of KUKA Collaborative Robot working alongside KUKA Connect, a cloud-based
software platform that allows users to access their robot analytics from any device, at any time.
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Daifuku With the fastest speed in the industry, Daifuku will showcase an STV Sorting Transfer Vehicle, a high-throughput material handling solution
which transports pallets in combination with automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) at a speed up to 200m/min. Visit stand C18 to find out
why they are ranked #1 amongst material handling companies in the aviation and logistics sectors.
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GreyOrange GreyOrange will showcase their latest innovation, Butler PickPal for high-speed auto-fulfillment. Powered by artificial intelligence (AI) and
Machine Vision, this collaborative robot revolutionises the auto-fulfillment process and can do up to 500 picks per hour. Visit stand A22 to see the rest
of their Butler range of robotics solutions.

Image – taken from https://www.greyorange.com/ Vanderlande Vanderlande will feature a unique 3D,

shuttle-based automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) – Adapto, with built-in sorting and sequencing capabilities. Visit stands F13 and F18 to
see their tray sorters, demonstrating how they can sort through pieces of fashion garments.

Image – taken from https://www.vanderlande.com/

DEMATIC Having recently completed the market-leading, Toll Advanced Retail & eCommerce Fulfilment Centre, DEMATIC is showcasing their
state-of-the-art Toll DC through virtual reality. watch demonstrations of its real time logistics solutions, including voice technology, smart glasses, and
the latest of DEMATIC’s suite of mobility technologies visit stand G2.

Don’t miss this biennial event, join us for CeMAT AUSTRALIA at Melbourne

Convention and Exhibition Centre, 24 - 26 July 2018. To view the full Knowledge Theatre program visit: www.cemat.com.au/knowledge-theatre For
more information visit: www.cemat.com.au
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